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Following our attendance at the MIC conference in Berlin October 2012 the following resource list was sent on. It can be accessed at:

http://www.koordination-maennerinkitas.de/en/research/literature/

EECERA (September 2012). Documentation of the 22nd EECERA annual conference, Porto, Portugal. Files:

- [EECERA_2012_Brandes_01.pdf](#) 412 K
- [EECERA_2012_Brody_01.pdf](#) 1.0 M
- [EECERA_2012_Emilsen_01.pdf](#) 294 K
- [EECERA_2012_Huber_Traxl_01.pdf](#) 476 K
- [EECERA_2012_Koch_01.pdf](#) 214 K
- [EECERA_2012_Rohrmann_U3_01.pdf](#) 378 K

EECERA (September 2010). Documentation of the 20th EECERA annual conference, Birmingham, UK. The conference dealt with the issue of “voice” in ECE research, focusing on three basic questions: “Who knows? Who speaks? Who listens?”. Our intent was to put a focus on the voice of men in ECE. Colleagues from Austria, Denmark, Germany and Norway contributed to the symposia, which were chaired by Jan Peeters from Belgium and Tim Rohrmann from Germany. Abstracts and most presentations can be downloaded below.

Files:

- [EECERA_2010_Baagoe_Nielsen_abstract_01.pdf](#) 10.6 K
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- [EECERA_2010_Johannesen_Hoel_02.pdf](#) 81 K
- [EECERA_2010_Koch_01.pdf](#) 774 K
- [EECERA_2010_Rohrmann_01.pdf](#) 1.7 M
- [EECERA_2010_Sataoen_01.pdf](#) 304 K


OMEP (August 2010). Documentation of the XXVI. OMEP world congress, Göteborg, Sweden. The German coordination office for men in kita together with the Austrian research project elementar organised a symposium on men in ECE, during OMEP conference in August 2010, presenting their national studies. Another symposium presented research on men in preschools in Turkey and Greece as well as results of the evaluation of the Norwegian action plan for gender equity in basic and primary education.

Files:

- [OMEP_2010_Johannesen_01.pdf](#) 79 K
- [OMEP_2010_Koch.pdf](#) 583 K
- [OMEP_2010_Krabel-Cremers_02.pdf](#) 327 K
- [OMEP_2010_Tsigra.pdf](#) 35 K
EECERA (September 2011). Documentation of the 21th EECERA annual conference, Geneva, Switzerland. The Coordination office initiated two self-organized symposia, chaired by Dr. Tim Rohrmann, with presentations of research from Denmark, Germany, Norway and Spain. The first symposium focused on gender in peer- and adult-child-relations in ECEC, including recent research about differences between male and female ECE workers. A second symposium on “More men in ECE” reflected strategies towards a gender-balanced work force.

Files:
- EECERA_2011_sos_gender_overview.pdf 12.1 K
- EECERA_2011_sos_men_overview.pdf 14.5 K
- EECERA_2011_Andrae_abstract.pdf 12.7 K
- EECERA_2011_Emilsen.pdf 281 K
- EECERA_2011_Frappacini_Ferreira.pdf 148 K
- EECERA_2011_Gerner.pdf 311 K
- EECERA_2011_Rohrmann_gender.pdf 665 K
- EECERA_2011_Rohrmann_pedophilia.pdf 325 K
Blogs by men working in the sector from all over the world

Marc Armitage: Marc Armitage
Brian Hopkins: Hopkins' Hoppin' Happenings
Jeff Johnson: Explorations Early Learning
Matt Halpin: Look At My Happy Rainbow!
Noah Kenneally: The People Garden
Alec Duncan: Child's Play Music
Alistair Bryce-Clegg: ABC Does
Tom Hobson: Teacher Tom
Trevor Cairney: Literacy, Families and Learning
Tim Gill: Rethinking Childhood
Rusty Keeler: Earth By Brick
Scott Wiley: Brick By Brick
Scott also contributes to the collaborative blog: PreKandKSharing
Tom Bedard: Sand and Water Tables
Mr Shrek: Identity Crisis? No, I'm a Male Nursery Teacher!
Marc Faulder: personal blog Enabling Environments and class blog Class 1JD
Sergio Pascucci: Crayons, Wands and Building Blocks
@ko: @ko (an anonymous blog)
Enrique Hank Feldman: Evolved Learning, Fame Foundation and Hank Feldman
Enrique also contributes to the collaborative blog: PreKandKSharing
Mr Forest Schools: Mr Forest Schools (Don't know his actual name)
Matthew Gomez: My Hullabaloo
Bill Corbett: Cooperative Kids
Bill also contributes to the collaborative blog: PreKandKSharing
Juan Philipe Cortes: Meaning Matters
Dan Hodgins: Former Child
Eric VanRaepenbusch: Happy Birthday Author
Julian Grenier: Inside the Secret Garden
Adam Buckingham: Turning Trash Into Treasure
Neil Sinclair: Commando Dad (A dad trained to be a child minder)
Dan Pearce: Single Dad Laughing (Technically a dad, but never say 'just')
Nick Petten: Nick Petten (Researcher, Practicioner and Social Commentator)